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中性子小角散乱
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中性子散乱：結晶構造が分かる
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q	=	k	-	k’	
q=2k	sinθ	
		=2(2π/λ)sinθ

+
qa/2	=	nπ	
q=2πn/a

2a	sin	θ	=	nλ	
ブラッグの法則
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1.中性子小角散乱概論	

〜	小角散乱の研究例	〜

大きさ：　１ナノメートル～１マイクロメートル程度	

得られる情報：　形・大きさ・並び	⇒	いわゆる「構造」に関する情報．	

良く測定されている系：　高分子	（繊維,	プラスティック,	ゲル）	・	液晶	・	コ
ロイド	（食品,	洗剤,	化粧品,	ナノ粒子）	・	結晶のモザイクの大きさ



1.中性子小角散乱概論	

〜	小角散乱実験	〜

Sample

Detector

Neutrons

ki

ks

Θ

⎢ki ⎢ = ⎢ks ⎢ = 2π / λ

⎢Q⎢ = ⎢ks - ki ⎢ =

� 

4π
λ
sinΘ

2
ki : 入射波の波数ベクトル	
ks : 散乱波の波数ベクトル	

Q : 散乱ベクトル

Q



中性子小角散乱は、結晶の格子間隔よりも大きいナノ～サブμmの構造
を調べる実験手法である。Braggの法則によれば、波長λの中性子が格子
間隔dを持つ物質に散乱されると入射中性子に対して散乱角θの2倍の角
度に回折線が現れる。 

     　　(1) 

ここで 

 　　   　　(2) 

は運動量遷移（または波数）である。散乱実験に用いられるＸ線や中性子
線の波長は数Å程度なのに対して、ナノスケールの構造の特徴的な長さd
はその10倍～100倍程度である。従って式(1)より散乱角θは数度以下に
なる。それが「小角散乱」と言う名前の由来である。

q = 2π
d
=
4π sinθ

λ

2dsinθ = λ



1つの粒子からの散乱





where

I(Q)

(4.9)
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球状粒子からの散乱
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ギニエ近似



回転半径







Guiner近似

André Guinier (1911-2000:	フラ
ンス人)

形状因子F(Q)をマクローリン展開し、２次の項まで考慮した近似。
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Q → 0 の極限で、散乱強度は回転半径の関数として記述出来る．	
（光散乱でも有用な法則）
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N
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2
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∑

回転二乗半径Rg
2の定義

Xk: 重心からの距離



Xk

例１：「半径Rの球」の回転二乗半径
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例２：「長さLの棒」の回転二乗半径
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例３：「半径rの円盤」の回転二乗半径
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異方性が大きいと、回転半径Rgは小さく見積もられる．

二次のモーメント
の計算

回転半径



Q-1

連続体近似では、Qが大きい領域（Q >> 1/Rg）
では界面からの散乱が支配的になる．

Günther Porod (1919	–	1984:	Graz
大学・オーストリア人)

� 

I Q( ) = 2πΔρ2 S
V
Q−4,

比界面積：	単位体積あたりの界面積

球(半径R)の場合：	S/V = 4πR2 × n	
円柱（半径R, 高さh）の場合： S/V = (2πR2+2πRd) × n 	
n： 散乱体の数密度

絶対強度が分かれば、Q >> 1/Rgで界面積が定量的に評価出
来る．（界面積が大きいと散乱強度は増す．）

Porod則



多分散性がある場合
, I(Q)
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構造因子

the above equation can be rewritten as





I(Q) = P(Q) S(Q)



中性子散乱によってそれぞれの運動量遷移qにおける中性子数I(q)が次のよう
に得られる。 

　　　　　　　　   　　　(3) 

ここでI0は入射中性子数、SとDは試料の断面積と厚み、Tsは試料の透過率、
ΔΩは検出器の素子が見ている立体角である。この中で微分散乱断面積は 

   　　　　　　　　　　　(4) 

（Δρは散乱のコントラスト、nとVは散乱体の数密度と体積）で与えられ
るが、実験結果を散乱体形状のフーリエ変換である形状因子P(q)と、散乱体
同士の空間相関のフーリエ変換である構造因子S(q)に分けて解析することに
よって、物質の構造の詳細が分かる。 

dΣ
dΩ
(q) = Δρ2nV 2P(q)S(q)

I (q) = I 0SDTs
dΣ
dΩ
(q)ΔΩ



2.散乱体のサイズ・形状の測定	

〜	構造因子と形状因子	〜

観測される散乱強度は、一般に散乱体の構造因子と形状因子の積で表される．



2.散乱体のサイズ・形状の測定	

〜	構造因子とは？	〜

構造因子とは、一般に各粒子の重心の位置の情報である．



2.散乱体のサイズ・形状の測定	

〜	形状因子とは？	〜

形状因子とは、一般に各粒子の形状（形と大きさ）に関する情報である．
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R = 5
3
Rg

球の形状因子



R

L

L/R = 10

円柱の形状因子



R

L

L/R = 1/10

円盤の形状因子



Guinier領域 Porod領域形状に依存

形状因子の比較



4.コントラスト変調法による多成分系の構造解析

散乱体が多成分系の場合、観測される散乱強度は複雑となる．



4.コントラスト変調法による多成分系の構造解析

散乱体が多成分系の場合、観測される散乱強度は複雑となる．

A: B: C:

� 

I Q( ) = ΔρA
2SAA Q( ) + ΔρB

2SBB Q( ) + ΔρC
2SCC Q( )

+2ΔρAΔρBSAB Q( ) + 2ΔρBΔρCSBC Q( ) + 2ΔρAΔρCSAC Q( )

SAA: SBB: SCC:

SAB: SBC: SAC:

Sij(Q):	部分散乱関数	

Δρi:	　散乱コントラスト



4.コントラスト変調法による多成分系の構造解析

散乱体が多成分系の場合、観測される散乱強度は複雑となる．

A: B: C:

� 

I Q( ) = ΔρA
2SAA Q( ) + ΔρB

2SBB Q( ) + ΔρC
2SCC Q( )

+2ΔρAΔρBSAB Q( ) + 2ΔρBΔρCSBC Q( ) + 2ΔρAΔρCSAC Q( )

Sij(Q):	部分散乱関数	

Δρi:	　散乱コントラスト

・コントラスト変調法とは、多成分系における全ての部分散乱関数を分
離する実験手法である．
・コントラストは、重水素等の同位体置換を利用することで変調する．
・N成分系におけるコントラスト変調実験は、最低	N+1C2	のコントラスト
の異なる実験が必要である．
・実験的に対相関関数が得られる唯一の方法．



4.コントラスト変調法による多成分系の構造解析

実験：溶媒のコントラストを変調する．

溶媒のコントラストをある成分に合わせると、その成分からの散乱を消す事が出来る．	
⇒	コントラストマッチング法

コントラストマッチング法は、ある特定の（一つの）部分散乱関数を抽出する手法である．

散乱体が２成分の系には適用が容易だが、３成分以上になると、単純には適用出来ない．



4.コントラスト変調法による多成分系の構造解析

実験：溶媒のコントラストを変調する．

  

� 

I1 Q( ) = Δ1ρA
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６元１次方程式を解けば、各部分散乱関数を得られる．



高分子：ポリNIPAm

Mg5.34Li0.66Si8O20(OH)4Na0.66

クレイ成分;Laponite

300Å

10Å

Haraguchi et al. Macromolecules, 2002, 35, 10162

変形性・強靱性・透明
性を併せ持つ．

4.コントラスト変調法によるNCゲルの構造解析

ナノコンポジット（NC）ゲル
川村理化学研究所・原口和敏博士グループ開発.	

構造が分からない．

東大物性研・柴山Ｇ



Scc

Spp

Sww

Scw

SpwScp

Self Terms

Cross Terms

4.コントラスト変調法によるNCゲルの構造解析

NCゲル中の部分散乱関数の概念図



各コントラストで得られた	

散乱強度

4.コントラスト変調法によるNCゲルの構造解析

NCゲルを用いたコントラスト変調実験．



Interaction

Scc
4.コントラスト変調法によるNCゲルの構造解析

部分散乱関数の解析．



Interaction

30Å

438Å

φWater = 0.65 (Local)

ΦWater = 0.95 (Overall)

Scp
4.コントラスト変調法によるNCゲルの構造解析

部分散乱関数の解析．



Interaction

30Å

438Å

φWater = 0.65

ΦWater = 0.95

ξ = 171Å
10Å30Å

380Å

300Å

ξ ≈ 171Å

Spp
4.コントラスト変調法によるNCゲルの構造解析

部分散乱関数の解析．

Endo et al. Macromolecules, 2008, 41, 5406



両親媒性分子系
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Surfactant

Water Oil
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Spherical Micelles Inverted Micelles

Irregular Bicontinuous

Hexagonal

Inverted CubicCubic

Cylindrical Micelles

マイクロエマルションの構造



自発曲率

micelle
(oil-in-water)

cylinder lamellar

reversed micelle
(water-in-oil)

0

packing parameterに依存する
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マイクロエマルションの構造の圧力変化
M. Nagao, HS, et al.  1999-2007



非イオン性界面活性剤の場合 
(C12E5/water/octane)
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φC12E5/φoctane=1.27



φw=0.37

51

SANS experiment (SANS-U, JRR-3M, JAERI, Japan)
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低温相と高圧相

52

which was similar to the present concentration. In Fig. 4, the
SANS profile for the film-contrast sample obtained at T
=292.15 K and P=0.1 MPa is compared with the profile at
T=299.85 K and P=100.6 MPa. Note that these two profiles
are almost identical. Hence we can conclude that both
phases, i.e., one below T!293 K at ambient pressure and
the other above P!60 MPa at room temperature "i.e., T
!298 K# are the same and assigned to be H1. This conjec-
ture agrees with the result shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 5, the SANS profile obtained from the bulk-
contrast sample is compared with that from the film contrast
at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The ratio of the q values of
these peaks was 1:$3:$7 for the film-contrast sample, which
could be indexed as "100#, "110#, and "120#, assuming the
hexagonal structure. Although the reflection from "200# was
not distinguished from the SANS profile of the film-contrast
sample, a slight shoulder was observed in the profile of the
bulk-contrast sample. Therefore, both profiles clearly suggest
the existence of cylindrical domain structures. The ratio of q
values of these peaks did not change even in the coexistence
phase.

C. Determination of the structure parameters

The structure parameters of the hexagonal phase, i.e.,
the nearest-neighbor distance between the cylinders dH,
the radius of the cylinder Rc, and the surfactant layer
thickness tc were evaluated from the SANS profiles.
The hexagonal structure has the primitive translation vectors
a1= "$3a /2#x+ "a /2#y, a2=!"$3a /2#x+ "a /2#y, and a3=cz,
where x , y, and z are the unit vectors of Cartesian coordi-
nates, and a and c are the lattice constants, respectively, and
a3 axis is parallel to the long axis of the cylinders. In the
present case, reflections from the "hkl# plane with l!0 were
not observed maybe because c!a, where h , k, and l indicate
the Miller indices. Therefore, hereafter, only the reflections
from the "hk0# plane are considered. According to the pro-
cedure by Fukuda et al.23 dH was calculated from the follow-
ing equation:

dH =
4"

$3qhk0

$h2 + k2 + hk , "1#

where qhk0 is the peak position due to the reflection from the
"hk0# plane. In the present case, we determined dH from the
"100# and "110# peaks because the "200# and "120# peaks
were not clear. dH in the coexistence region was evaluated
with the same manner as the case of the single hexagonal
phase. Rc was estimated from the relation given by Fukuda
et al.,23

Rc = dH$$3

2"
#c, "2#

where #c is the volume fraction of the cylinders calculated
with the assumption #c!#o+#s /2. Because the concentra-
tion of the cylinders in the coexistence phase could not be
estimated, Rc was calculated only in the single hexagonal
phase. tc was determined from the following relation:23

tc =
#s

2#c
Rc. "3#

In general, the scattering data includes two contribu-
tions, i.e., one the structure factor and the other the form
factor. In the present hexagonal structure, it is possible to
calculate the ratio of the scattering intensities of the peaks
due to the form factor. The structure factor S"hk0# for the
reflections from the "hk0# plane is as follows:

S"hk0# = 1 + exp%! 2"i&$3
2

h +
1
2

k'( + exp)! 2"ik*

+ exp%! 2"i&!
$3
2

h +
1
2

k'( , "4#

because of the unit structure of the hexagonal symmetry.
Therefore, the scattering intensities of the "100#, "110#,
"200#, and "120# reflections are calculated, and the ratio of
them is obtained to be 1:0.2:0.53:1. By using this relation, it
is possible to estimate the contribution from the form factor
at every peak position by the division of the scattering inten-
sities to S"hk0#.

FIG. 4. SANS profiles from the low-temperature and high-pressure hexago-
nal phases. The SANS profiles are almost identical, and therefore, the struc-
tures of these two conditions are the same.

FIG. 5. Comparison between the SANS profiles observed from the bulk-
contrast and the film-contrast samples at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The
ratio of the peak positions and the Miller indices for the hexagonal symme-
try are shown.

054705-4 Nagao et al. J. Chem. Phys. 123, 054705 "2005#
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which was similar to the present concentration. In Fig. 4, the
SANS profile for the film-contrast sample obtained at T
=292.15 K and P=0.1 MPa is compared with the profile at
T=299.85 K and P=100.6 MPa. Note that these two profiles
are almost identical. Hence we can conclude that both
phases, i.e., one below T!293 K at ambient pressure and
the other above P!60 MPa at room temperature "i.e., T
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ture agrees with the result shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 5, the SANS profile obtained from the bulk-
contrast sample is compared with that from the film contrast
at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The ratio of the q values of
these peaks was 1:$3:$7 for the film-contrast sample, which
could be indexed as "100#, "110#, and "120#, assuming the
hexagonal structure. Although the reflection from "200# was
not distinguished from the SANS profile of the film-contrast
sample, a slight shoulder was observed in the profile of the
bulk-contrast sample. Therefore, both profiles clearly suggest
the existence of cylindrical domain structures. The ratio of q
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not observed maybe because c!a, where h , k, and l indicate
the Miller indices. Therefore, hereafter, only the reflections
from the "hk0# plane are considered. According to the pro-
cedure by Fukuda et al.23 dH was calculated from the follow-
ing equation:
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"hk0# plane. In the present case, we determined dH from the
"100# and "110# peaks because the "200# and "120# peaks
were not clear. dH in the coexistence region was evaluated
with the same manner as the case of the single hexagonal
phase. Rc was estimated from the relation given by Fukuda
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estimated, Rc was calculated only in the single hexagonal
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Therefore, the scattering intensities of the "100#, "110#,
"200#, and "120# reflections are calculated, and the ratio of
them is obtained to be 1:0.2:0.53:1. By using this relation, it
is possible to estimate the contribution from the form factor
at every peak position by the division of the scattering inten-
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=292.15 K and P=0.1 MPa is compared with the profile at
T=299.85 K and P=100.6 MPa. Note that these two profiles
are almost identical. Hence we can conclude that both
phases, i.e., one below T!293 K at ambient pressure and
the other above P!60 MPa at room temperature "i.e., T
!298 K# are the same and assigned to be H1. This conjec-
ture agrees with the result shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 5, the SANS profile obtained from the bulk-
contrast sample is compared with that from the film contrast
at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The ratio of the q values of
these peaks was 1:$3:$7 for the film-contrast sample, which
could be indexed as "100#, "110#, and "120#, assuming the
hexagonal structure. Although the reflection from "200# was
not distinguished from the SANS profile of the film-contrast
sample, a slight shoulder was observed in the profile of the
bulk-contrast sample. Therefore, both profiles clearly suggest
the existence of cylindrical domain structures. The ratio of q
values of these peaks did not change even in the coexistence
phase.

C. Determination of the structure parameters

The structure parameters of the hexagonal phase, i.e.,
the nearest-neighbor distance between the cylinders dH,
the radius of the cylinder Rc, and the surfactant layer
thickness tc were evaluated from the SANS profiles.
The hexagonal structure has the primitive translation vectors
a1= "$3a /2#x+ "a /2#y, a2=!"$3a /2#x+ "a /2#y, and a3=cz,
where x , y, and z are the unit vectors of Cartesian coordi-
nates, and a and c are the lattice constants, respectively, and
a3 axis is parallel to the long axis of the cylinders. In the
present case, reflections from the "hkl# plane with l!0 were
not observed maybe because c!a, where h , k, and l indicate
the Miller indices. Therefore, hereafter, only the reflections
from the "hk0# plane are considered. According to the pro-
cedure by Fukuda et al.23 dH was calculated from the follow-
ing equation:

dH =
4"

$3qhk0

$h2 + k2 + hk , "1#

where qhk0 is the peak position due to the reflection from the
"hk0# plane. In the present case, we determined dH from the
"100# and "110# peaks because the "200# and "120# peaks
were not clear. dH in the coexistence region was evaluated
with the same manner as the case of the single hexagonal
phase. Rc was estimated from the relation given by Fukuda
et al.,23

Rc = dH$$3

2"
#c, "2#

where #c is the volume fraction of the cylinders calculated
with the assumption #c!#o+#s /2. Because the concentra-
tion of the cylinders in the coexistence phase could not be
estimated, Rc was calculated only in the single hexagonal
phase. tc was determined from the following relation:23

tc =
#s

2#c
Rc. "3#

In general, the scattering data includes two contribu-
tions, i.e., one the structure factor and the other the form
factor. In the present hexagonal structure, it is possible to
calculate the ratio of the scattering intensities of the peaks
due to the form factor. The structure factor S"hk0# for the
reflections from the "hk0# plane is as follows:

S"hk0# = 1 + exp%! 2"i&$3
2

h +
1
2

k'( + exp)! 2"ik*

+ exp%! 2"i&!
$3
2

h +
1
2

k'( , "4#

because of the unit structure of the hexagonal symmetry.
Therefore, the scattering intensities of the "100#, "110#,
"200#, and "120# reflections are calculated, and the ratio of
them is obtained to be 1:0.2:0.53:1. By using this relation, it
is possible to estimate the contribution from the form factor
at every peak position by the division of the scattering inten-
sities to S"hk0#.

FIG. 4. SANS profiles from the low-temperature and high-pressure hexago-
nal phases. The SANS profiles are almost identical, and therefore, the struc-
tures of these two conditions are the same.

FIG. 5. Comparison between the SANS profiles observed from the bulk-
contrast and the film-contrast samples at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The
ratio of the peak positions and the Miller indices for the hexagonal symme-
try are shown.
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which was similar to the present concentration. In Fig. 4, the
SANS profile for the film-contrast sample obtained at T
=292.15 K and P=0.1 MPa is compared with the profile at
T=299.85 K and P=100.6 MPa. Note that these two profiles
are almost identical. Hence we can conclude that both
phases, i.e., one below T!293 K at ambient pressure and
the other above P!60 MPa at room temperature "i.e., T
!298 K# are the same and assigned to be H1. This conjec-
ture agrees with the result shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 5, the SANS profile obtained from the bulk-
contrast sample is compared with that from the film contrast
at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The ratio of the q values of
these peaks was 1:$3:$7 for the film-contrast sample, which
could be indexed as "100#, "110#, and "120#, assuming the
hexagonal structure. Although the reflection from "200# was
not distinguished from the SANS profile of the film-contrast
sample, a slight shoulder was observed in the profile of the
bulk-contrast sample. Therefore, both profiles clearly suggest
the existence of cylindrical domain structures. The ratio of q
values of these peaks did not change even in the coexistence
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thickness tc were evaluated from the SANS profiles.
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where x , y, and z are the unit vectors of Cartesian coordi-
nates, and a and c are the lattice constants, respectively, and
a3 axis is parallel to the long axis of the cylinders. In the
present case, reflections from the "hkl# plane with l!0 were
not observed maybe because c!a, where h , k, and l indicate
the Miller indices. Therefore, hereafter, only the reflections
from the "hk0# plane are considered. According to the pro-
cedure by Fukuda et al.23 dH was calculated from the follow-
ing equation:
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where qhk0 is the peak position due to the reflection from the
"hk0# plane. In the present case, we determined dH from the
"100# and "110# peaks because the "200# and "120# peaks
were not clear. dH in the coexistence region was evaluated
with the same manner as the case of the single hexagonal
phase. Rc was estimated from the relation given by Fukuda
et al.,23

Rc = dH$$3
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where #c is the volume fraction of the cylinders calculated
with the assumption #c!#o+#s /2. Because the concentra-
tion of the cylinders in the coexistence phase could not be
estimated, Rc was calculated only in the single hexagonal
phase. tc was determined from the following relation:23
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In general, the scattering data includes two contribu-
tions, i.e., one the structure factor and the other the form
factor. In the present hexagonal structure, it is possible to
calculate the ratio of the scattering intensities of the peaks
due to the form factor. The structure factor S"hk0# for the
reflections from the "hk0# plane is as follows:
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because of the unit structure of the hexagonal symmetry.
Therefore, the scattering intensities of the "100#, "110#,
"200#, and "120# reflections are calculated, and the ratio of
them is obtained to be 1:0.2:0.53:1. By using this relation, it
is possible to estimate the contribution from the form factor
at every peak position by the division of the scattering inten-
sities to S"hk0#.

FIG. 4. SANS profiles from the low-temperature and high-pressure hexago-
nal phases. The SANS profiles are almost identical, and therefore, the struc-
tures of these two conditions are the same.

FIG. 5. Comparison between the SANS profiles observed from the bulk-
contrast and the film-contrast samples at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The
ratio of the peak positions and the Miller indices for the hexagonal symme-
try are shown.
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which was similar to the present concentration. In Fig. 4, the
SANS profile for the film-contrast sample obtained at T
=292.15 K and P=0.1 MPa is compared with the profile at
T=299.85 K and P=100.6 MPa. Note that these two profiles
are almost identical. Hence we can conclude that both
phases, i.e., one below T!293 K at ambient pressure and
the other above P!60 MPa at room temperature "i.e., T
!298 K# are the same and assigned to be H1. This conjec-
ture agrees with the result shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 5, the SANS profile obtained from the bulk-
contrast sample is compared with that from the film contrast
at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The ratio of the q values of
these peaks was 1:$3:$7 for the film-contrast sample, which
could be indexed as "100#, "110#, and "120#, assuming the
hexagonal structure. Although the reflection from "200# was
not distinguished from the SANS profile of the film-contrast
sample, a slight shoulder was observed in the profile of the
bulk-contrast sample. Therefore, both profiles clearly suggest
the existence of cylindrical domain structures. The ratio of q
values of these peaks did not change even in the coexistence
phase.

C. Determination of the structure parameters

The structure parameters of the hexagonal phase, i.e.,
the nearest-neighbor distance between the cylinders dH,
the radius of the cylinder Rc, and the surfactant layer
thickness tc were evaluated from the SANS profiles.
The hexagonal structure has the primitive translation vectors
a1= "$3a /2#x+ "a /2#y, a2=!"$3a /2#x+ "a /2#y, and a3=cz,
where x , y, and z are the unit vectors of Cartesian coordi-
nates, and a and c are the lattice constants, respectively, and
a3 axis is parallel to the long axis of the cylinders. In the
present case, reflections from the "hkl# plane with l!0 were
not observed maybe because c!a, where h , k, and l indicate
the Miller indices. Therefore, hereafter, only the reflections
from the "hk0# plane are considered. According to the pro-
cedure by Fukuda et al.23 dH was calculated from the follow-
ing equation:

dH =
4"

$3qhk0

$h2 + k2 + hk , "1#

where qhk0 is the peak position due to the reflection from the
"hk0# plane. In the present case, we determined dH from the
"100# and "110# peaks because the "200# and "120# peaks
were not clear. dH in the coexistence region was evaluated
with the same manner as the case of the single hexagonal
phase. Rc was estimated from the relation given by Fukuda
et al.,23

Rc = dH$$3
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#c, "2#

where #c is the volume fraction of the cylinders calculated
with the assumption #c!#o+#s /2. Because the concentra-
tion of the cylinders in the coexistence phase could not be
estimated, Rc was calculated only in the single hexagonal
phase. tc was determined from the following relation:23

tc =
#s

2#c
Rc. "3#

In general, the scattering data includes two contribu-
tions, i.e., one the structure factor and the other the form
factor. In the present hexagonal structure, it is possible to
calculate the ratio of the scattering intensities of the peaks
due to the form factor. The structure factor S"hk0# for the
reflections from the "hk0# plane is as follows:

S"hk0# = 1 + exp%! 2"i&$3
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h +
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because of the unit structure of the hexagonal symmetry.
Therefore, the scattering intensities of the "100#, "110#,
"200#, and "120# reflections are calculated, and the ratio of
them is obtained to be 1:0.2:0.53:1. By using this relation, it
is possible to estimate the contribution from the form factor
at every peak position by the division of the scattering inten-
sities to S"hk0#.

FIG. 4. SANS profiles from the low-temperature and high-pressure hexago-
nal phases. The SANS profiles are almost identical, and therefore, the struc-
tures of these two conditions are the same.

FIG. 5. Comparison between the SANS profiles observed from the bulk-
contrast and the film-contrast samples at T=299.85 K and P=80 MPa. The
ratio of the peak positions and the Miller indices for the hexagonal symme-
try are shown.
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In Fig. 6, the evaluated values of the form factor of the
bulk contrast and the film contrast were compared with the
experimental values at P=100.6 MPa and T=299.85 K. The
full circles indicate the experimental values obtained from
the peak intensities divided by the structure factor. The solid
line is the calculated form factor with the assumption of oil-
in-water cylinders. The full triangles and the dashed line de-
note those of the film-contrast sample and its theoretical
curve. The calculation of the form factor was performed for
a model of the core-shell cylinders. The equation is as
follows:24

P!q" =
scale
Vsh

#
0

!/2

f2!q,""sin "d" , !5"

where " is defined as the angle between the cylinder axis and
the scattering vector, and the integration indicated the orien-
tation averages of the cylinders. The form factor from one
cylinder f!q ,"" is expressed as,

f!q,"" = 2!#c ! #sh"Vcj0!qH cos ""
J1!qr sin ""

qr sin "

+ 2!#sh ! #so"Vshj0$q!H + tc"cos "%

$
J1!qRcsin ""

qRcsin "
, !6"

where

j0!x" =
sin x

x
, !7"

r = Rc ! tc, !8"

Vc = 2!r2H , !9"

Vsh = 2!Rc
2!H + tc" . !10"

J1!x" is the first-order Bessel function and H the half length
of the cylinder. The calculations were done using the analysis
package developed at the National Institute for Standard and
Technology !NIST", USA.24 For the calculation, Rc of 57 Å
and tc of 15.5 Å were used. These values were evaluated
from Eqs. !2" and !3" in this work. The length of the cylin-
ders 2H of 400 Å was assumed. The calculated form factors
of the bulk contrast with the oil-in-water cylinders and of the
film contrast coincide well with the data points experimen-
tally obtained from the bulk- and the film-contrast samples.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the observed phase
at lower temperature and higher pressure is a well-aligned
hexagonal phase, and the cylinders in the hexagonal phase
are composed of oils coated by a surfactant monolayer !oil-
in-water cylinder". Shown in Fig. 7 is a schematic illustration
of the cylinder structure for the film- and the bulk-contrast
cases. As shown in the following sentences, dH&150 Å and
Rc&57 Å with tc&15.5 Å were almost constant in the
single hexagonal phase.

Figure 8 shows the pressure dependence of dL ,dH, and
Rc for !a" T=297.3 K, for !b" T=299.8 K, and for !c" T
=302.5 K, respectively. Here, dL is the mean repeat distance
of the lamellar phase, and it was estimated from the first peak
position of the L" phase, with dL=2! /qL. dL in the single
lamellar phase kept almost constant at dL&60 Å indepen-
dent of temperature, and it slightly decreased with increasing
pressure in the coexistence phase. Considering the volume
fractions of the ingredients, the thicknesses of water and oil
layers are estimated to be &44 Å and the thickness of the
surfactant layer tl is tl&15.5 Å. dH in the coexistence phase
decreased with increasing pressure, and it kept almost con-
stant in the single hexagonal phase at dH&150 Å except for
the case of T=302.5 K. Rc and tc also remained constant at
Rc&57 Å and tc&15.5 Å in the single hexagonal phase.

Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of dL , dH,
and Rc. The data were obtained at P=40 MPa. It is clear that
dL in the single lamellar phase seemed to keep constant, and

FIG. 6. Evaluated form factors of the bulk- and the film-contrast samples at
P=100.6 MPa and T=299.85 K. The solid and dashed lines are the calcu-
lated form factors with the core-shell cylinders for the oil-in-water bulk
contrast and the film contrast, respectively.

FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of the hexagonal structure in two dimensions
for !a" the film contrast and !b" the bulk contrast. The surfactant coated oil
cylinders packed hexagonally in the solvent of water !D2O". The structure
parameters were determined from the SANS profile as discussed in the main
text.
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In Fig. 6, the evaluated values of the form factor of the
bulk contrast and the film contrast were compared with the
experimental values at P=100.6 MPa and T=299.85 K. The
full circles indicate the experimental values obtained from
the peak intensities divided by the structure factor. The solid
line is the calculated form factor with the assumption of oil-
in-water cylinders. The full triangles and the dashed line de-
note those of the film-contrast sample and its theoretical
curve. The calculation of the form factor was performed for
a model of the core-shell cylinders. The equation is as
follows:24
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J1!x" is the first-order Bessel function and H the half length
of the cylinder. The calculations were done using the analysis
package developed at the National Institute for Standard and
Technology !NIST", USA.24 For the calculation, Rc of 57 Å
and tc of 15.5 Å were used. These values were evaluated
from Eqs. !2" and !3" in this work. The length of the cylin-
ders 2H of 400 Å was assumed. The calculated form factors
of the bulk contrast with the oil-in-water cylinders and of the
film contrast coincide well with the data points experimen-
tally obtained from the bulk- and the film-contrast samples.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the observed phase
at lower temperature and higher pressure is a well-aligned
hexagonal phase, and the cylinders in the hexagonal phase
are composed of oils coated by a surfactant monolayer !oil-
in-water cylinder". Shown in Fig. 7 is a schematic illustration
of the cylinder structure for the film- and the bulk-contrast
cases. As shown in the following sentences, dH&150 Å and
Rc&57 Å with tc&15.5 Å were almost constant in the
single hexagonal phase.

Figure 8 shows the pressure dependence of dL ,dH, and
Rc for !a" T=297.3 K, for !b" T=299.8 K, and for !c" T
=302.5 K, respectively. Here, dL is the mean repeat distance
of the lamellar phase, and it was estimated from the first peak
position of the L" phase, with dL=2! /qL. dL in the single
lamellar phase kept almost constant at dL&60 Å indepen-
dent of temperature, and it slightly decreased with increasing
pressure in the coexistence phase. Considering the volume
fractions of the ingredients, the thicknesses of water and oil
layers are estimated to be &44 Å and the thickness of the
surfactant layer tl is tl&15.5 Å. dH in the coexistence phase
decreased with increasing pressure, and it kept almost con-
stant in the single hexagonal phase at dH&150 Å except for
the case of T=302.5 K. Rc and tc also remained constant at
Rc&57 Å and tc&15.5 Å in the single hexagonal phase.

Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of dL , dH,
and Rc. The data were obtained at P=40 MPa. It is clear that
dL in the single lamellar phase seemed to keep constant, and

FIG. 6. Evaluated form factors of the bulk- and the film-contrast samples at
P=100.6 MPa and T=299.85 K. The solid and dashed lines are the calcu-
lated form factors with the core-shell cylinders for the oil-in-water bulk
contrast and the film contrast, respectively.

FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of the hexagonal structure in two dimensions
for !a" the film contrast and !b" the bulk contrast. The surfactant coated oil
cylinders packed hexagonally in the solvent of water !D2O". The structure
parameters were determined from the SANS profile as discussed in the main
text.
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中性子小角散乱法のまとめ
【メリット】 
•nm～サブμmの構造 
•非破壊 
•水素、リチウム等の軽元素に強い 
•同位体置換によるラベリングとコントラスト変化法による構造の精
密解析

【デメリット】 
•試料の量が必要 
•施設が少ない＝ビームタイムが限られる


